FSS Pro with eLogic Reporting

FSS Pro is the most widely-used and comprehensive solution for managing your Family Self-Sufficiency Program and completing eLogic reporting requirements. Developed in conjunction with a team of Coordinators, FSS Pro is the standard for managing all types of Self-Sufficiency programs.

Comprehensive Tracking
- Manage multiple programs
- Create custom assessments
- Maintain training plans
- Track participant goals
- Generate referral lists
- Build resumes

Manage Escrow
- Produce HUD Account Worksheets
- Manage multiple bank accounts
- Deposit escrow across all active accounts
- Allocate interest to all participants
- Print statements

eLogic Reporting
- Quickly setup eLogic Model
- Score Programs and Outcomes
- View measures by month
- Produce detailed management reports
- Report EOY eLogic Totals
Our easy-to-use FSS Pro component allows Coordinators to have all the information they need about participants at their fingertips. And, with the ability score and report on eLogic with just a few clicks of your mouse, managing your FSS program has never been easier.

**Create Custom Assessments**
Automatically generate referrals to Service Agencies based on how the participant responds.

**Track Goals**
Setup participants goals and quickly print training plans.

**Maintain Escrow**
Calculate, track and maintain escrow accounts with ease.

**Extensive Help System**
Answers are easy to find using our context sensitive online help system.

**Search On Any Field**
Search on any field, anywhere in the software. Great for custom reporting!

**eLogic Scorecard**
Quickly score Outcomes and Programs for each participant.